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Chairman’s Voice
Dear Alumnus,
Greetings to you all. I take this opportunity to wish you all a very happy new year.
Being proactive is a commitment that we have taken and we would like to have an
open line communication and involve you in as many events as possible. These
events help us to connect past, present or future not just personally but also
professionally.
RajaRajeswari College of Engineering has taken giant strides in the field of
education and grown in stature over the years. We still have a long way to go and we
are very happy to have you all with us in this exciting journey.
SAMANVAYA-15 (Volume-2 news letter) from RajaRajeswari College of Engineering is
a step in this endeavor and I am sure this news letter will make an interesting
reading.
On behalf of the management, faculty, staff and students, I extend a very warm
welcome to one and all and wish the team a great success.

Vice Chairman’s Voice

Sri. A. C. S. Arun Kumar
Vice-Chairman,
RajaRajeswari Group of
Institutions

PATRONS
Sri. Vijayanand .S
Executive Director,
RajaRajeswari Group of
Institutions

Sri. S. Jayabalan

Special Officer,
RajaRajeswari Group of
Institutions

Dear Alumnus,
Greetings esteemed alumni! Congratulations to you all on the eve of bringing
“Samanvaya”, the Alumni News letter from RRCE.
Education today, is undergoing a commendable change and it is very important to
keep ahead with the latest know –how. With the Technology Explosion which is
happening, lots of new vistas are opening thus presenting the students with lots of
choices. The only way to take the challenges head on and be successful in whatever.
Networking skills and communication skills are very crucial for building any
business relationships. Newsletters will help students to bond with each other thus
enhancing their interpersonal communication. I congratulate the team for making
this news letter happen and wish them the very best.

Principal’s Voice
I am very happy to know that the 4th Alumni Meet is held on this auspicious day of 26th
January, 2015 which happens to be our Republic Day also. Alumni Association is an excellent
forum to keep in touch with students, college-mates, college staff, teachers and to understand
how our institution is progressing and contribute to the growth and development of the
facilities and educational programs of the college.

INSIDE…

“You meet people who forget you. You forget people you meet. But sometimes you meet
those people you cannot forget that is your engineering class mates at RRCE”.

x

Alumni Voice
x About Samanvay a
x Memories of 'Samanvaya -14'
x About Alumni Home
x Office bearers of Alumni Association
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Alumni Voice
Vithyapriya R
Design Engineer
Electronic Relays India Pvt Ltd(Eri)
Alumni- Dept of ECE

I had a platform which helped me to learn and
incorporate typical professional ethics along with the
engineering Skill set. RRCE supported quite a large
volume of cultural and co-curricular activities and I as
an individual participated and won 1 st prize in
linguistics was really an happy and proud moment till
now. Our management was kind enough to provide the
requirements and encouragement at all levels . RRCE
helped me to gain leadership qualities, confident, self
motivating personality, progressive nature, positive
attitude. I wish RRCE to be more successful further too.

Thushara
Test Engineer ,
Tech Mahindra
Alumni –Dept of CSE
I was lucky enough to get into this college,
especially to computer science department where the
faulties are very friendly who are with us in each
and every aspect with respect to academics. Not only in
academics but also in all the extracurricular activities, all
the faculty members motivated us. Also in my final
semester, while doing project, I have got very good
guidance from the faculties because of which I could
score well in both internals as well as externals.

Ananth Kumar B M
Software Engineer,
Capgemini, India
Alumni –Dept of ISE

The students here are given freedom of their choice in
learning new technologies and the department is open
for the innovative ideas from its emerging minds who
have clinched many awards in various fields.
This camaraderie between students and the faculty has
been very consistent for all these years and I hope this
will continue for long towards the success of new
upcoming Engineers, for my dept.and also in turn for
the success of my college, RRCE."
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Vedanth Ramesh
Managing Director,
Siddi Group
Alumni- Dept. of ECE
Learning to handle Pressure, People, how to create
and how to sell creativity. Many verticals to be
touched and many perspectives to be achieved.
Letting the student enrich his creativity and broaden
his/her perspective and view of thinking is one of the
key to see growth in the student, and one such
environment is created and well sustained at RRCE.
Wishing all the students at RRCE a very best, and
looking for more entrepreneurs to come out shining
with new intellectual ideas.

Sachin Kulkarni,
Database developer,
Razorsight
Alumni –Dept of CSE
"Experience is what you get when you didn't get
what you wanted." some great guy has said that,
Not getting things that I applied for. Not fitting
into the group of people that I wanted to be
friends with. Not achieving the grades I wanted
(and kind of assumed I would get). That's just a whole
lot of experience right there.
The staff in the department is super ,friendly and are
always approach-able. Life at RRCE was one of the
most memorable part of my life which i hope to never
forget.

Sowmya S
Project Lead
ThoughtNet Technologies (I)
Pvt Ltd, Bengaluru
Alumni - Dept of ISE
I have learned the values of life from the lecturers and
friends. I have met a lot of good friends and wonderful
lecturers here, Even now that I'm working, they are
still giving encouragement to us as alumni. I'm really
thankful to the lecturers for everything.
RRCE isn't a college, it is a community. The
interactions between lecturers and students go
beyond mere Academic Discussions. The same
applies to the ties between students. We are a familynot by blood, but by bonds.
Thanks RRCE for Supporting the students and
making their future blessed with lots of successful
carrier.
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Rahul Gujaran
NGO, Samskrita Bharati,
Bengaluru

Alumni –Dept of EEE
“In my opinion this testimonial gives me an immense
opportunity to accept that I spent my college life in
great luxury and triumph. I don’t think the college or
the teachers may be really proud of me. One day
someone asked me “Are you a day-dreamer??” to that I
now reply, “NO!! Because dreamers are those who have
given up everything and are now enjoying a dreamy
sleep. I haven’t given up yet!!”. RRCE has not only
helped me in developing the perfect instinct but also
has helped in making myself more presentable. I was
never a diamond with brilliance, but yes these 4 years
gave me some brilliant cuts. I thank all those cuts for
helping me in building a stronger and a much positive
attitude towards life.

Naveen H
Executive-Procurement Engine
Group, Honda Motorcycle and
scooter India Pvt Ltd.
Alumni –Dept of ME
I can't describe my awe inspiring life in RRCE in few
words, but I am trying my level best to do it so.
Throughout my stay in RRCE I was provided with
ample opportunities in both academics as well as
extracurricular activities. More than anything else
RRCE inspired us to set goals and to go that extra mile
to reach our goals, this quality imbibed by our college
is helping me in every walk of my life. Thank you
RRCE...

RamKumar M
Senior Engineer & Project
Coordinator, Nandi Group
Alumni –Dept of Civil
Stepping into a world of a professional race, without
even knowing the difficulties in it, we as young aspiring
engineers join colleges, one such experience was of
mine joining RRCE. Which started out to be difficult,
but as time passed a lot was to be learnt. An
environment built around nourishing the growth of a
future mind, an environment with growth in diverse
angles, not only focusing on technical education but
also in various other verticals.
RRCE is one such place where you are let out into the
open to learn via experiences on how to handle and
organize yourself.

Vaishnavi B Ramesh
Pursuing M. Tech. (PE & D)
VIT University, Vellore
Alumni –Dept of EEE
All through my graduation, I was able to explore
myself and mould into a bold and confident person,
ready to face the corporate world. This college
provided me with a strong platform which helped me
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary for my
career and allowed me to get started in a real-world
setting, also assisted me in fine tuning my behavior
and amalgamate professional ethics along with the
engineering skills. Our management was kind
enough to provide the much needed encouragement
and technical support which made us to achieve
success.

Tharun M
Site Engineer
Alpha constructions,Bengaluru
Alumni –Dept of Civil
I would really consider this opportunity to thank the
dedicated staffs of my department and my peer
classmates who helped me in all possible ways
throughout my curriculum. My college sticks to its
vision of emerging as “One of the top 10 technical and
management institute in the state of Karnataka”
offering quality education at its best. I hope they
continually strive for improving the system and
infrastructure that would make it a much more
comfortable place to learn fortunate students like us.

Arpitha Avinash
Alumni –Dept of EEE

An institution makes an intangible impact on
everything it touches, on the minds and dreams and
character of students, on the world of ideas and their
practical application. It's an honor and privilege for
me to share my experience of Graduation from RRCE
as it was a milestone for me. Over the course of my
graduate study at RRCE, I developed a genuine
appreciation of the impact, our professors have made
on us graduate students through courses, guiding us
through research, and later, in our professional
development. I salute all of you for the dedication you
put into this institution. Thank you for your patience,
support, faith, and for always being there for me.
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Samanvaya”: The name of RRCE alumni meet “Samanvaya” is been derived from the
sanskrit Word “Samanvaya” which means ‘to join’. Samanvaya can be broken down into two
words – sam +anvaya. Sam means ‘to join together’ and anvayah means ‘to put things in an
order.
The objectives of RRCE Alumni Association is to :
1. To promote and foster mutually beneficial interaction between the Alumni and the
present students of the RRCE and between the Alumni themselves.
2. To encourage the formation of Chapters as a means to increase participation of Alumni.
3. To encourage the Alumni to take an active and abiding interest in the work and progress
of the Institute so as to contribute towards enhancement of the social utility of their Alma
Mater.
4. To undertake to organize activities of a civic or charitable nature as also to increase public
awareness of the role of technology in value addition in the economic and social
development of the nation

Registration details of RRCE-Alumni Association: RRCE-Alumni
Association is officially registered under Karnataka Societies Registration Act 1960 on July
8th 2013.

Memories of “SAMANVAYA-14”
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Alumni Association Meets Report
The first RRCE alumni association was formed conducted in the year 2012, and
was held at “the club”, RR Nagar, Bengaluru on 26th January participated by 50
alumni which was headed by Miss. Maya salimutt, Associate Professor, Dept. of MBA.
In that meet, election was conducted to elect office bearers of alumni
association for the post of president, vice-president and secretary.
Second alumni meet held on 26th January 2013, conference hall, RRCE campus.
Around 90 alumni participated, headed by Mrs. P. Bhuvaneswari, Associate Professor,
Dept. of ECE. In that meet, executive committee members were framed,” Bye laws”
were formulated and approved by the EC members.
In the same year, RRCE alumni association got officially registered under
Karnataka society registration act 1960 on 8th of July.
Joint savings account was opened by the RRCE alumni association in ICICI
bank at RRCE campus which is operated by the Dean and treasurer of the alumni
association.
Third alumni meet held on 26th January 2014, headed by Mrs.P.Bhuvaneswari,
Associate Professor, Dept. of ECE. and member coordinators from all the
departments.
In this meet, as per the “Bye laws” election was conducted after two years
and new office bearers were elected for the various post of the alumni association.
“SAMANVAYA” – a newsletter first edition was released on that day by our
dignitaries. This news letter will tell the voice of alumni and other activities held, to
be held in RRCE and sincere thanks to all departmental coordinators who worked for
this event.
The Association is much grateful to our management for allocating space in
RRCE campus for the alumni members to discuss various activities and it is
effectively utilized by our executive Committee Members during discussion.

The association is requesting the alumni to become
annual member by paying Rs 200 and Rs 1000 for life
member. Also it is decided to issue the membership card.
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ALUMNI HOME
MOOGAMBIGAI CHARITABLE AND EDUCATIONAL TRUST

Moogambigai Charitable and Educational Trust was established in the year 1992 with the sole
objective of starting institutions of higher education of exemplary stature in the state of Karnataka. In
furtherance of this objective, the trust has been establishing institutions of higher learning in the
state. Presently the trust is running 07 institutions in Karnataka and 19 institutions in Tamil Nadu in
the fields of Medical, Dental, Engineering and Management Education.

RAJARAJESWARI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

RajaRajeswari College of Engineering (RRCE) was established in the year 2006. It is an ISO 90002008 Certified Institution, recognized by AICTE, New Delhi and is affiliated to Visveswaraya
Technological University (VTU), Belgaum, Karnataka. The Institute offers six UG courses (Mechanical,
Electrical, Electronics, Computer Science, Information Science and Civil Engineering.), and Five PG
courses (MBA, MCA and M.Tech in Digital Electronics & Communications, M.Tech in computer science
engineering, M.Tech in thermal power engineering.). Departments of Mechanical, Computer Science,
Mathematics and Management Studies have VTU approved R&D Centers. All the Departments have
well qualified staff, well equipped laboratories, library, Computing, and sports facilities along with
other amenities. The college is located at a distance of 18 Kms from Bangalore City Railway Station on
Mysore road.

ENTRANCE GATE

PG BLOCK

BOYS HOSTEL

LIBRARY

EDITORIAL BOARD

Dr. M. S. Bhagyashekar
Principal, RRCE. Dean- Alumni Association. RRCE

Prof. Bhuvaneshwari P
Associate Professor , Dept. of ECE.
Chief Coordinator- Alumni Association RRCE

Prof. Naveen L
Assistant Professor, Dept. of ISE
Coordinator- Alumni Association RRCE

ICICI BANK

SPORTS

TRANSPORTATION

AUDITORIUM

DEPARTMENTAL COORDINATORS

Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

Rajarajeswari, Dept. of MCA
Naveen L , Dept. of ISE
Anand A, Dept. of ME
Poonam Kumari, Dept. of CSE
Jisha. P, Dept. of ECE
Praveen A. Patil, Dept. of EEE
Anup D P, Dept. of Civil
Manjunath, Dept. of MBA
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Panel of the Executive Committee (2014-16) – Alumni Association
Name

Company & Designation

Position in Alumni
Association

1

Dr. M. S. Bhagyashekar

Principal, RRCE, Bengaluru

Dean Alumni Affairs or
equivalent (ex-officio)

2

Ms. Supritha D Malagimani

Proactive Care Specialist, Working
with Hewlett Packard Global Soft

Member

3

Ms. Rahul Dhumale

Software Engineer, Century Link
Technologies

Member

4

Mr. Rahul Gujaran

NGO, Samskrita Bharati, Bengaluru

Member

5

Mr. Yogesh S

Lecturer, RGMP, Bengaluru

Member

6

Mr. Sanjay

Quality Engineer, Veer-O-metals Pvt. Ltd

Member

7

Mr. Tharun M

Site Engineer, Alpha constructions

Member

8

Mr. Sharath Kumar S N

Sales Associate, Radio City 91.1,

Member

9

Mr. Amith

Pursuing M. Tech., SVCE, Bengaluru

Member

President

Vice President

Assistant Professor
ICE, Bengaluru

Planning and Design Engg.
Liquid Propulsion System Center (ISRO)

Mr. Hemanth N

Secretary

Mr. Madhu K N

Joint Secretary

Mr. Anil Kumar M
Application & Sr marketing Engg.,
SEECO

Treasurer

Mr. Chetan K

Mr. Arun. G

Assistant professor
EWIT, Bengaluru

Assistant Professor
ICE, Bengaluru
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